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if you are using the zd1211 driver, the chipset is supported by the "mac80211" driver, which is a mac80211 driver developed by the linux community. it is the most reliable driver for this chipset, and it supports
all the functions described on this page. if you are using the zd1211 driver, the chipset is supported by the "ralink" driver, which is a softmac driver developed by the linux community. it is the most reliable
driver for this chipset, and it supports all the functions described on this page. the zd1211rw driver works well under windows xp/vista but has no injection support. however, it is a great deal, the zd1211rw

driver requires no software installation, as it is installed automatically when you plug in the device. furthermore, it is well built and supports injection and monitoring via aircrack-ng's utilities under windows. the
zd1211rw driver for windows is less stable, but its injection support is amazing. we can get injection working on the zd1211b chip, and can even inject packets in multi-card mode (such as a linux bridge). in

addition, it has an amazing range, and the modules install much faster compared to other drivers. as of now, we can't get injection working on the zd1211a chipset. we only have one user who has managed to
inject packets on his chipset, but he is not able to share his steps. he only reported that he needed to use ndiswrapper, and the windows drivers he was given (which doesn't work, but did work for his older

chipset) were of the incorrect revision. he is working on a solution to get this fixed.
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sudo modprobe -r usbmon sudo modprobe usbmon mode=33 zydas zd1211 driver for windows 10 if
you find this process to be arduous and do not wish to enter those commands every time you want
to use the usb device you can put the commands to the startup folder by editing the file.bashrc as
follows if you are reading this article and you are still having troubles with your device or no matter
the fact you are using an older operating system that does not recognise your device - the very first
thing i would recommend is to check your intel wireless chipset and make sure you are really using

the driver that comes with your hardware. the driver that comes with your wireless cards is generally
referred to as the softmac driver. many users that follow the madwifi community on the forums got it
to work quite well with this driver since it was included in the system. generally, this driver has some
issues with monitor and injection, since it was developed for non-native linux devices and is not at all

native to windows. on the other hand the current driver used by the madwifi community, is not
properly supported by the hardwares manufacturer. sometimes new bugs are introduced in the

pipeline and it is this driver that is used. this is for older wireless cards and is not recommended for
newer devices. if your chipset is not detected correctly with this driver, check your interfaces. you
have two interfaces, ath0 and wlan0. the second interface is the one that will be used for monitor
and injection. ( in most of the cases a manually defined interface that was added to the interfaces

file ) next, check if you are using the driver that comes with your card and the driver your radio card
uses. try to change the driver to madwifi first, and if you are still having issues after a couple of tries,

switch back to softmac. if the problem persists, drop by on irc and we will be glad to help.
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